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YOUR WORKFLOW, ONLY BETTER 

WITH UCC 
FILING HUB  
YOU GET:
>  In-form document preparation for a 

seamless process that matches your own
>  E-filing (without rekeying) in 46 states to 

ensure accuracy and speed to public record
>  Bulk processing to relieve the hassles  

and inaccuracies of manual input
>  A robust audit engine to aid compliance  

and reduce threat of rejections 

For law firms, UCC filings can be both high-risk and an administrative 

burden. This one step in the deal can secure millions of dollars in 

assets. Preparing filings for deals can involve a lot of redundant data 

entry and tedious checking for accuracy across multiple forms. This is 

a process that can benefit from technology support.

UCC Filing Hub is a simple, intuitive UCC filing solution that’s built 

around the way your deals work. It was designed from the ground 

up with hands-on input from law firm professionals. Every detail 

delivers accuracy, maximum efficiency, and intuitive use. Its clean, 

straightforward interface is only one of the many ways it will help you 

add more value to your work. 

 

“With deals on  
the line, our clients 
need an efficient, 
easy-to-use 
platform for  
UCC filings.”
MARIA OZAETA
SENIOR CORPORATE SPECIALIST



 

ORGANIZE BY DEAL
>  Group deal-related filings in client matter folders
>  View most recent and relevant matters at the top
>  Share filings easily from one, centralized application

“CT simplified and streamlined my filing process 
through their UCC Filing Hub. I filed and tracked 
over 20 UCC-1s with the hub and really like how  
I can do all of this on one user-friendly platform. 
Being able to upload and include exhibits right  
in the Hub as well as update multiple documents 
all at once saves time and resources.” 

— PARALEGAL, AM LAW TOP 250 FIRM

Work directly in forms 
for UCC-1s, UCC-3s, 
and their addendums, 
including fields and 
forms for jurisdictions 
with special 
requirements



 HANDLE FILINGS IN BULK

WORK IN THE FORM

>  Copy information to prepare 
multiple filings easily

>  Print and save filings in one 
compiled PDF

>  Update information across 
filings in one step with 
Multi-Edit

>  No learning curve; the interface 
looks just like the actual forms 

>  Automatically create addendums 
for long collateral text

>  Easily add collateral exhibits 
and legal descriptions as 
attachments

4 Filings



 

PREVENT REJECTIONS
>  Required fields are identified for 

jurisdiction and filing type 
>  E-Filing eligibility is auto-detected 

WE’RE ON 
YOUR TEAM

IMPLEMENT 
WITH EASE

Because UCC Filing Hub comes from 
CT Corporation, you’ll have access to 
experts who are deeply familiar with 
local requirements, so you don’t have 
to be. Our service teams are ready 
to support you with everything from 
simple filings to complex processes…
and there’s nothing we can’t tackle.

Start using UCC Filing Hub instantly. It’s so 
intuitive to use, you’ll need minimal, if any, 
training. Current users can log into ucc.
ctadvantage.com with your CTAdvantage 
log-in credentials; new users will be issued 
credentials. You can access UCC Filing Hub 
from desktops, tablets, mobile devices, and 
via all major browsers. 
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CT IS A WOLTERS KLUWER BUSINESS

No one beats CT in designing accurate,  
efficient, and intuitive solutions for law firms. 
To experience the efficiency and ease-of-use 
of UCC Filing Hub, contact us for a demo at: 

855.316.8948

www.ctcorporation.com/ucc-filing-hub


